Prof. Grigory Svalov, Session Chairman
Our next speaker is Mr. Michael Balabanov. He is Head of the Department
for Energy of the Government of the City of Moscow. Please start your
presentation.
Mr. M. I. Balabanov
Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen!
Let me first give you some information on energy consumption in Moscow. It
has a whole number of characteristics determined by economic structure,
population density (which is unique for the country ∼ 9,500 people/km2) and
environmental conditions.
Among such characteristics are heavy concentration of both electric and
temperature load and high rates of electric energy and heat consumed by
the p
population
p
and byy p
public services.
Heavy concentration of heat and electric energy production and close
relationship of gas-supply, heat-supply and electric supply systems can also
be described as characteristics of the energy consumption in Moscow.
A high consumption rate of fuel and energy resources in Moscow that
constitutes about 48% of the overall consumption.
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Moscow’s
M
’ energy network
t
k iincludes:
l d
•generating companies OJSC «Mosenergo» and OJSC «МIEC» (Moscow
Incorporated Energy Company);
•electrical grid companies OJSC «FGC UES» (Federal Network Company
of the Unified Energy System), OJSC «MUEGC» (Moscow Incorporated
Electrical Grid Company) and OJSC «IEC» (Incorporated Energy
Company);
•heat supply companies OJSC «МFC» (Moscow Fuel Company) and OJSC
«МIEC»;
•gas supplier limited liability company «Mosregiongas»;
•gas transportation company state unitary enterprise «Mosgas»;
•organizations which provide service works.
OJSC «Moscow Incorporated Electrical Grid Company» – the largest
regional electrical supply company of Russia which provides service to a
total of more than 1,4 mln. consumers in the area of 47 thsnd. sq. km. The
Company is represented by the following branches: Central Electrical
Networks and Moscow Cable Networks which provide service to the city of
Moscow, Southern Electrical Networks, Western Electrical Networks,
Eastern Electrical Networks and High-Voltage Cable Networks which
provide service to Moscow region, and by a number of associated
companies.
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Th key
The
k activities
ti iti off the
th Company
C
are electricity
l t i it and
d power production
d ti supplied
li d tto
the wholesale market, thermal energy generation, and thermal energy sales for the
final consumers in Moscow and Moscow region.
OJSC «Mosenergo» has 33 branches, including 17 electric power plants which
provide electricity and power generation, have a common operating mode and
power reserve, as well as centralized power system dispatching.
All electric power plants of OJSC «Mosenergo» carry out co-generation of electric
and thermal energy. The installed electric capacity of the company is
11,5 thsnd. МW, the installed thermal capacity – 34,6 thsnd. Gcal/h.
Electric power plants of OJSC «Mosenergo» provide more than 70% of the power
demand in Moscow and Moscow region and 66% of the thermal energy demand of
Moscow.
In 2008 OJSC «Mosenergo» dealt successfully with its primary task – fail-safe
operation of the electric power plants to provide Moscow consumers with electric
and thermal energy.
In 2008 the generating capacity gain amounted to 1111
1111,5
5 МW,
МW first of all by means
of the power units with 450 МW capacity at CHP-21 and CHP-27.
The backbone electric power plants located in the ring of 220 кV – CHP-26 and
CHP-27 – have two gas-vapor power units of 870 МW electric capacity under
completion. It is also planned to construct powerful CCGT Units at CHP-12, CHP16, CHP-20 and CHP-25.
In terms of the range of activity, OJSC «Mosenergo» is among the world’s largest
producers of energy as well. The Company is responsible for the light and heat in
h
houses
off 17 mln.
l Russian
R
i people
l liliving
i iin M
Moscow and
dM
Moscow region.
i
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The key criterion used to determine the fuel-and-power sector development
of the city of Moscow is the amount of thermal energy necessary and
sufficient for reliable heat supply to consumers in winter in view of the
specified outdoor temperature -28ºС according to SNiP 23-01-99
«Construction climatology».
It is found that:
•reconstruction of the operating generating capacities and construction of
new ones is carried out by implementing state-of-art technologies, ample
introduction of progressive gas-steam cycles with the fuel utilization factor of
at least 80%;
•electric power industry in Moscow is developed for the urban needs
determined by the estimated demand in view of external production;
•The energy
gy supply
pp y schematic for Moscow for the p
period till 2020 is
designed based on the principle of deficit coverage between the city’s
demand and production through positive flow balance in Moscow and
measures taken to balance peak loads through water-storage and gas
turbine capacities, tariff regulation and reserve formation.
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The following measures are stipulated providing:
•preemptive development of heat supply systems powered from centralized
sources;
•development of heating networks designed for connection to cogeneration
sources;
•optimization of operating modes of the thermal power sector by changing
peakk sources off the
th backbone
b kb
networks
t
k in
i summer to
t power efficient
ffi i t ones;
•improvement of heat supply reliability by creating alternative and reserve
systems;
•slowdown of the growth rates of thermal energy consumption through the
measures provided in the program of heavy repairs to housing facilities
used for heating of enclosing structures in complexes.
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The energy policy of the city of Moscow is composed of four parts:
•technical and power saving policy;
•energy preparedness;
•environmental policy;
•tariff policy.
Again each part has a number of application trends
trends.
The key mechanisms for implementation of the Energy strategy of the city of
Moscow are:
•design of the general energy supply schematic for the city of Moscow;
•sector-wise design of the programs for implementation of the general
schematic;
•improvement of the legal and normative base;
•price and tax policy;
•monitoring of implementation of the strategy.
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Heavy repairs, reconstruction and technical upgrading of the energy
facilities were carried out within the framework of «Agreement on
cooperation between Moscow Government and RAO Unified Energy
System of Russia» when implementing investment programs in construction
and reconstruction of electric power facilities» in order to prevent capacity
deficiency and improve electric power supply reliability for consumers of the
city of Moscow» signed on May 26, 2006.
Under the Agreement 8656 МW of electric generating capacities shall be
constructed and introduced during 2006-2010.
Industrial production in Moscow and the Moscow region was rebounding
rapidly during the last 5-6 years. At the same time, advance growth rates of
energy consumption by housing facilities and service businesses could be
seen. In 2005, energy consumption in the Moscow region exceeded the
consumption level of 1990 by 24%
24%. Still new capacities were not introduced
in Moscow’s electric supply system and the operating capacities were not
properly reconstructed.
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As a result, by 2006 Moscow’s energy supply system had experienced
power shortages. Even a short period of low temperatures in January of the
current year required a reduction of energy consumption by 680 МW in
order to maintain the system stability. The one-time system load reached
16093 МW, the maximum operating capacity and the emergency
mobilization reserve were exhausted.
power substation in Chagino
g
in 2005 once again
g
The accident at the electric p
showed how dangerous exhaustion of the capital funds of electric supply
system has become and definitively demonstrated the problems of the
electric energy sector in the city of Moscow. By now 85 from 99 110-220 kV
electric power substations of the city have completely spent their designed
capacity and they are closed for additional connections of consumers.
Development of the city, including house construction was endangered. In
2002 Moscow’s energy
gy system
y
was not a self-balancing
g system
y
any
y more
and fell into the category of deficit ones which deprived the Moscow region
of a reliable energy supply. This circumstance determined the need for the
measures aimed to restore the fuel and energy sector of the city of Moscow.
On May 25, 2006 the Agreement on cooperation between Moscow’s
Government and RAO «Unifies Energy System of Russia» when
implementing investments programs in construction and reconstruction of
electric power facilities in order to prevent capacity deficiency and improve
of electric power supply reliability in Moscow.
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Within the framework of the abovementioned Agreement Moscow’s
Government, administration of OJSC RAO «Unified Energy System Russia»
and directors of energy companies designed the overall development
Program for the electric power supply system of the city of Moscow for
2006-2010 and investment programs for development and modernization of
the city’s energy infrastructure.
The programs are targeted to improve electric supply reliability for the
consumers, increase the networks capacity,
consumers
capacity elimination of capacity
deficiency in terms of the high growth rates of consumption.
Meanwhile, the key source of finance in electric network construction was
payment for technological connection to electrical distribution systems as
well as own and funds raised by energy companies involved in construction
and reconstruction of these facilities.
During 2006-2008 in Moscow the energy companies: OJSC «Mosenergo»,
OJSC «MUEGC», OJSC «IEC» and OJSC «Energocompex» placed into
operation, mostly by means of the payment for technological connection, a
total of 7768 МVА of transformer capacities and more than 1660 km of
power lines and distribution systems of 220-110 and maximum 35 kV. More
than 92.1 bln. rubles were spent for these purposes. Introduction of the said
capacities made it possible to avoid restrictions on energy consumption
during the heating period of 2008-2009.
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During the same period more than 53,3 km of cable galleries were laid from the
electric power sources and 29.7 bln. rubles were spent. During the period 33.1
km of the total volume were used for cable laying.
Moreover, electric power supply sector experienced substantial institutional
changes related to dissolution of OJSC RAO «Unified Energy System of
Russia», merging of MUEGC and МGEК into a unified incorporated electrical
grid company, reorganization of OJSC «IEC» into a fully value electrical grid
company.
In May of 2008, minutes on modification and supplements to the Agreement on
cooperation between Moscow Government and OJSC RAO «Unifies Energy
System of Russia» regarding implementing investments programs in
construction and reconstruction of electric power facilities in order to prevent
capacity deficiency and improve of electric power supply reliability in Moscow
was signed.
Construction is planned to be financed at the expense of Moscow’s municipal
budget, and with own and funds raised by the energy companies, extrabudgetary resources, investments, payments for technological connection. The
volume of investments in the programs of the electrical grid companies (without
OJSC «FGC UES») is estimated to be more than 398.6 bln. rubles.
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In terms of the financial crisis the city’s administration and energy
companies made decisions to update and optimize all investment programs
(OJSC «Mosenergo», OJSC «MUEGC», OJSC «Energocomplex» and
OJSC «IEC») for 2009-2010 with their possible extension till 2014.
Thus, the total volume of capital investments under investment programs of
electrical grid companies for 2006-2010 mentioned in the present Law
reduced by 38.6 bln. rubles. A similar decision was taken in relation to the
programs designed for construction of cable galleries.
In view of the abovementioned reasons and the established procedure the
Law of the city of Moscow dated 05.07.2006 (as in force on 16. July 2008)
«On the program of overall development of the electric power supply
industry of the city of Moscow for 2006-2010 and investment programs for
development and modernization of the energy infrastructure of the city» was
modified and supplemented.
Besides, the program provides for development of the urban high voltage
Besides
distribution system maintaining the volume of transformer capacities of 110220 kV substations at a level of 20.96 thsnd. МVА against 21.1 thsnd. МVА
under the previous version of the law.
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With a view to reduce the deficit of the investment program of OJSC
«MUEGC», it was suggested to delegate construction of the 220 kV
substation «Kotlovka» and 110 kV substation «Bersenevskaya» and
construction of 110 kV cable line («Sofiyskaya», «Frunzenskaya»
«hydroelectric power station Paveletskaya» to OJSC «Energocomplex» ).
In general, as a result of optimization, the volumes of financing of
programs
g
for electrical g
grid construction stipulated
p
for 2009-2010
investment p
were reduced from 206.8 bln. Rubles, down to 83.7 bln. rubles mostly by
extending the period for placing the facilities into operation.
During 2006-2008 a total of 1856 МW of electric generating capacities were
placed in operation and reconstructed, including in 2008 – 1046 МW: It
amounted to a total of 60.5% of the plan figures for 2006-2008, including by
RAO (Mosenergo) - 103%, by Moscow Government 18%. According to the
program of OJSC «Mosenergo» for 2006
2006-2008,
2008 1585 МW were introduced
introduced,
in 2008 – 930 МW, including a total of 1350 МW of new capacities, in 2008
– 900 МW at CHP-21 and CHP-27 (2х450 МW at CHP-27, 450 МW at
CHP-21.)
A total of 235 МW of secondary capacities by reconstruction of the
operating equipment, in 2008– 30 МW.
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According to the program of Moscow Government for 2006-2008, 271 МW
were introduced, in 2008 - 116 МW, including, CHP «Mezhdunarodnaya» of
116 МW + 185 Gcal/h.
In order to cover the peak loads, mobile gas turbine plants of 225 МW
capacity totally were placed in operation in 2007 which are still operating
efficiently.
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Under agreement, 33496 МVА of new transformer capacities shall be
introduced at electric power substations of 110-750 kV under construction or
reconstruction in Moscow during 2006-2010.
Actually in 2006-2008, 14891 МVА of transformer capacities and about 300
km of power lines of 110-500 kV were placed in operation at new and
reconstructed electric power substations, including in 2008 – 9992 МVА
power lines.
and more than 170 km of p
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It amounted to a total of 99.6% of the plan in the accounting period under
agreement, including by RAO – 116%, Moscow Government 53%.
Under the program of RAO «Unified Energy System of Russia», the
branches of « FGC UES», «MUEGC» and «Mosenergo» introduced during
2006-2008 12505 МVА and more than 200 km power lines, including in
2008 – 9332 МVА and more than 130 km of power lines:
During 2006
2006-2008,
2008 «FGC UES» introduced a total of 8156 МVА and 44
km, in 2008 – 5626 МVА, including substation 500 kV «Zapadnaya»,
«Beskudnikovo» and «Ochakovo».
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Under the Moscow Government Program, 2386 МVА of new transformer
capacities and more then 80 km of power lines were constructed and
placed in operation during 2006-2008, including in 2008 - 660 МVА.
In 2008 one of the most important power lines of Moscow energy network
was placed in operation – «Ochakovo-Krasnogorskaya» cable overhead
transmission line of 220 kV and 36 km long which covered part of the CCGT
g
going
g
g through
g Odintsovskyy and Krasnogorsky
g
y districts of
Unit «Strogino»
Moscow region, the city of Moscow and crossing the Moscow River.
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Introduction of this power line made it possile to start balancing and
commissioning the first power unit of 130 МW at the CCGT District heating
plant «Strogino» and ensure reliable electric supply of Serebryanoborsky
Tunnel and Mitinsko-Stroginskaya underground line.
In 2008 a complex cable line of 220 kV and 10 km long going from the
substation of 500 kV «Ochakovo» to the substation of 220 kV «SITY-2» was
under construction.
One of the most important works that shall be carried out by 2011 is to
complete reconstruction of the substation of 500 kV of the Moscow Ring
«Beskudnikovo», «Ochakovo».
Thank you for your attention.
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